Nanotheranostics, which integrates both therapeutic and diagnostic capabilities into one single nanoplatform, has provided exciting prospects for optimizing treatment outcomes in cancer and other diseases. However, the translation of current nanotheranostic systems into medical practice is still a path strewn with tremendous obstacles. This Themed Issue on **NanoTheranostics** offers a platform for the entire nanomedicine community to exchange their ideas and visions. The first part of this Themed Issue was successfully launched in the July Issue, and has received considerable attention. This is the second part of the special issue, featuring fifteen contributions from leading experts in related fields and comprising six reviews and nine original research articles. In these contributions, the authors either shared their perspective on future directions, or discussed their most recent advancements in associated topics.

To overcome the limitations of conventional nanoplatforms such as uncontrolled cargo release and insufficient tumor drug deposition, various intelligent delivery systems that can respond to external or internal stimuli have been designed in recent decades. Gu and coworkers provided an overview on these intelligent delivery systems for controlled delivery of diagnostic and/or therapeutic agents, and also discussed the obstacles that hinder their clinical translation [@B1]. Aimed at addressing the same issue, Li and his team introduced a regional delivery strategy using image-guided interventional nanotherapeutics for the management of pancreatic carcinoma (PC). They suggested that interventional procedures may help circumvent the major barriers confronting poor drug delivery to PC [@B2].

Next, Jo et al. highlighted recent progress in the development of nanotheranostics for cancer diagnosis and therapy. This review showcased the viability of using a single nanoplatform to accommodate cancer therapeutics with various diagnostic modalities such as optical imaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography/positron emission tomography (CT/PET) imaging, and ultrasound imaging for potential personalized medicine [@B3]. Then, Lu and his team specified recent developments in liposomal formulations for disease diagnosis and therapy. They also summarized the latest understanding towards the fundamental physical interactions between liposomes and biological components, and provided their vision on the future directions of this field [@B4].

The detection, isolation, and characterization of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) may provide critical information on cancer progression and staging. On this topic, Chen et al. provided a comprehensive review on the development of a series of NanoVelcro Assays for CTC enumeration, phenotyping, genotyping and expression profiling, and highlighted their clinical applications in various cancer types, including prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, lung cancer, and melanoma [@B5]. Tan and coworkers focused on cell-based SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) technology for aptamer selection, identification, and validation as well as potential applications in biomarker discovery and cancer diagnosis and therapy. They highlighted the importance of accurate detection and understanding of the molecular events in diseased cells for timely disease diagnosis and therapy [@B6].

Introducing targeting capability to nanotherapeutics is believed to be able to improve their delivery performance. Jiang and coworkers described a strategy of attaching phenylboronic acid (PBA) groups onto chitosan (CS) nanoparticles to mediate active tumor targeting for improved tumor treatment. They demonstrated that the incorporation of PBA moieties not only bestowed the nanoparticles with a zwitterionic surface that increased particle penetration in the tumor matrix, but also endowed the particles with an active targeting capability, which enabled prolonged drug retention at tumor sites. These two factors contributed to the improved antitumor activities of PBA-CS nanoparticles in both *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies [@B7]. In parallel with active targeting, imparting nanoparticle with stimuli-responsiveness is another targeting strategy. Gu and his colleagues reported a supramolecular PEGylated dendritic system as a pH/redox dual-responsive theranostic nanoplatform for efficient platinum-based drug delivery and near-infrared (NIR) tracking. The *in vivo* study demonstrated that the dual-responsive theranostic system had comparable antitumor effect to clinical cisplatin, but with reduced adverse effects [@B8].

Recently, nanoparticles-based combination therapy through simultaneous delivery of more than one agents to the same location has received great attention due to the potential for synergistic effects. Shi and his group reported the construction of a crosslinked polyion complex (PIC) micelle to co-deliver doxorubicin (DOX) and (-)-epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate (EGCG) for overcoming cardiotoxicity and multidrug resistance. In their design, EGCG could function synergistically with DOX to simultaneously improve the antitumor effect and reduce drug-associated cardiotoxicity [@B9]. Along the same lines, Lin et al. developed a novel multifunctional nano-platform for targeted delivery of heat, reactive oxygen species (ROS) and a heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90) inhibitor for combination therapy against prostate cancer. Their nanoporphyrin-based delivery system could generate efficient heat and ROS simultaneously with light activation at the tumor sites for photothermal and photodynamic therapy, meanwhile the encapsulated Hsp90 inhibitors could decrease the levels of pro-survival and angiogenic signaling molecules induced by phototherapy, which further sensitized cancer cells to phototherapy [@B10].

Cancer screening and early detection is undoubtedly a vital step towards effective cancer treatment. However, the accurate and specific diagnosis of cancer in its early stage remains a formidable challenge. Towards this end, Trau and his colleagues presented a novel, rapid and cost-efficient assay called "FusBLU" to detect a TMPRSS2 (Exon 1)-ERG (Exon 4) gene fusion event that occurred specifically in prostate cancer. Their assay allowed direct detection from a urine sample and possessed a low detection limit. More importantly, the colorimetric readout was detectable by the naked eye, allowing for a quick yes/no evaluation of gene fusion presence [@B11]. Differing from the direct marker detection in urine, Bao and coworkers described an iron oxide nanoparticle (IONP)-linked immunosorbent assay (ILISA) for detecting disease biomarkers such as IgA, IgG, IgM, and C-reactive protein (CRP) in human serum. According to their results, ILISA can achieve sub-picomolar detection sensitivity, and all four markers can be accurately quantified over a large dynamic range, demonstrating that ILISA is a versatile nano-platform for sensitive and reliable detection of biomarkers in biomedical research and clinical applications [@B12].

Real-time *in vivo* visualization of tumor cells and their adjacent tumor microenvironment could provide useful information on cancer progression or suppression processes. Fluorescence imaging offers a powerful tool to label tumor cells or other components to make them visible. In this regard, Cheng and coworkers proposed a versatile dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO)-azido mediated copper-free click chemistry approach to metabolically labeling cancer cells. In contrast to conventional labeling tactics, the authors first labeled cancer cells with DBCO-bearing unnatural sugars, and then introduced multifunctional azido-modified silica nanoconjugates for subsequent conjugation. Their strategy could significantly improve the tumor targeted accumulation of nanoparticles for effective cell labeling and potential delivery of therapeutic agents [@B13]. In another study, Zhang and his team constructed a fluorescent model antigen named tfRFP to visualize the performance of immunocytes as they attack and selectively eliminate tfRFP-expressing tumors *in vivo* [@B14].

Pun and coworkers optimized the structure and improved serum stability of a M2 macrophage-targeting peptide (M2pep), which could target and deliver a pro-apoptotic KLA peptide to M2-like tumor associated macrophages (TAMs). Their studies demonstrated that the cyclic M2pep (RY) outperformed M2pep in tumor localization and selective accumulation in M2-like TAMs in both the CT-26 and 4T1 breast carcinoma models [@B15].

In closing, with 27 contributions (15 in this Issue and 12 in the July Issue) from leading researchers in the field of nanoscience, molecular imaging, drug delivery, and biomedical engineering, this thematic issue on Nanotheranostics should have provided an overview on the recent progress in the development of nanotheranostic systems. We understand that, given the great diversity of the topic, this collection is representative rather than comprehensive. It is our hope that the perspectives offered by the authors have laid out a foundation for more provocative discussion on, or perhaps inspiration of, the future development of nanotheranostic systems. Once again, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the authors that have contributed to this topic.
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